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*is paper illustrates the impact of wavelength on the Optical Line of sight (OLOS) link working in the Visible Light Com-
munication (VLC) spectrum. *e extension of work is based on previous outcomes given by researchers. It has been elaborated
with different determinants based on the color factor of LED available in the Visible Light (VL) spectrum. In the modern world,
Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) are prevailing the market as a light source, which is dominantly used at homes and workplaces.*e
designed VLC system includes LED as a transmitter, which is used as a higher source of brightness and provides both illu-
minations and data communication. Solid-state lighting characteristic shows the electroluminance capability of high brightness
LEDs. Within few years, the luminous efficacy of LED is exponentially increasing from the range of less than 0.1 lm/W to over
230 lm/W with a huge lifetime of around 100,000 h. MATLAB is used to simulate a VLC link between LEDs (operated at different
wavelengths) and photodetector. We present here the performance analysis of Lambertian Luminous Intensity radiation pattern
(LLIRP) generated by different colors of LED for a clear OLOS model with different Spectral Luminous Efficiency at photonic
vision. A designed system model of VLC supports short links present in indoor room conditions with better connectivity.

1. Introduction

Optical wireless communication (OWC) has become a
trending field among researchers because of the high ca-
pacity that it offers to solve last-mile applications [1, 2].
Visible light communication arises as to the latest research
trend in indoor optical wireless communication (OWC),
which contributes the most matured and robust solutions to
many issues. Nowadays, VLC is not only limited to being a
source of light in home networking but also provides high-
speed communication networks via light links in offices,
airplanes, traffic light signals, etc. [3, 4]. In the last few years,

growing research in VLC shows the reliability and power
efficiency offered by LED, which is to date much more
remarkable than any conventional incandescent source of
light used for lighting. Recent research in VLC demonstrates
successfully data transmission up to 3Gbps over short links
installed in indoor environments [5]. *e main drivers of
this technique include high bandwidth/data rate, longer
lifetime LEDs as compared with incandescent bulbs, better
brightness level, no health and physical hazards, data se-
curity, and low power consumption [6, 7]. Due to such
advantages, LEDs show the potential for higher data com-
munication with power-saving features on global platforms.
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*emain problem of indoor VLC links is only a requirement
of precise alignment and pointing with perfect directionality
of the source of light with the receiver.

*e infrastructure of any commercial organization and
office buildings offer light wave as optical light emitting
diodes (OLED), which has a tremendous potential to deploy
the several access points (AP) for light fidelity (Li-Fi) [8]. Li-
Fi technology is also notable to many as an interference-free
system with other existing technologies (e.g., Wi-Fi,
Ethernet, WiMAX, etc.) due to the use of the terahertz
spectrum. Rapid growth in multimedia communication
needs a smart indoor wireless network for better connec-
tivity with the number of portable appliances. Such tech-
nologies can be easily installed by just using inexpensive
optoelectronic devices like OLED connected with silicon
photodetectors [9]. Since the last decade, LEDs have been
considered a general source of illumination only, but now it
becomes an alternative source of high-speed communica-
tion. *e first visible-light LEDs operated only at low in-
tensity and were limited to wavelength of red color.
Nevertheless, modern LEDs are available in vast ranges of
visible, ultraviolet, and infrared wavelengths, with very high
illuminance and low power consumption. As compared with
other sources of illumination like traditional incandescent,
luminous efficacy is limited to 52 lm/W only. While in the
case of fluorescent lamps, it is limited to 90 lm/W [10].
Although, LEDs show their peak efficiency over 260 lm/W,
which is much lower when compared with its theoretically
predicted value that reaches up to 425 lm/W [11]. Coming
years make us the witness of about rapid increase in per-
formance level offered by illumination of OLEDs.

In recent times, visible light communication (VLC) has
gained huge consideration from the academic community
and industry. Indeed, the spectrum crunch of Wi-Fi is
seeking the alternative of radiofrequency communication,
and VLC becomes the front runner due to its simplicity,
speed, full-duplex nature, license-free operation, and data
security. Furthermore, VLC achieves several landmarks by
offering new applications such as underwater communica-
tion, vehicle-to-vehicle communication, and indoor locali-
zation. VLC system plays a key role by selecting the accurate
transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) to attain and sustain high
performance. *e high performance majorly depends on the
performance of the source, i.e., LEDs.*e modulation needs
a perfect source that can provide both the illumination and
the communication channel. Numerous aspects such as the
LED type, color, illumination power, and bandwidth can put
a direct influence on performance.*erefore, the selection of
exact LED is quite significant according to the VLC sce-
narios, particularly where the LEDs need to perform the
bidirectional communication.

*e bidirectional performance between LEDs can be
affected by several factors and environmental circumstances.
For example, the illumination of LED alters according to
field-of-view and distance. *e ambiance of light can also
vary the LED communication and its performance. In brief,
the selection of receiving mechanism is also critical due to
the high sensitivity of photodiodes (PDs) for low-power
LEDs. *is paper elaborates the examination on accurate

usage of LEDs in VLC systems as tans-receiver. *is work
presents the evaluation of the LED impact on the VLC
performance by varying the color under realistic environ-
ments. It becomes significant to understand the performance
of LED (based on color), as it helps to understand the power
losses with the change of distance. Our results validate that
the color intensity of LED can greatly influence performance
and communication quality. For instance, the green LED
utilization can provide a high luminous intensity for the
yellow, blue, and red LEDs. Such LEDs are very common in
use and easily available. It is important to consider the fact
that we need to work on such sources that are easily
available. While prior research studies only target to assess
physical properties of visible light or only work on a single
parameter, our work opens new perspectives by considering
the power losses. Different angles approach optical gain,
modulation schemes, multiple access, and applications.

*e proposed system offers several benefits as this model
accurately predicts the intensity pattern of the source to-
wards the receiver. LLIRP can estimate the received power
distribution according to any room dimension. It helps in
avoiding propagation losses and provides optimum effi-
ciency. Furthermore, the mathematical derivations provide
the precise calculation of the luminous intensity index based
on radiant intensity and luminous intensity pattern. Such
mathematical expressions can derive the received power of
the room at any point. Further investigation is made on the
calculation of transmitting LEDs’ radiation pattern on the
performance of received power. It becomes significant to
measure the impact because it can help in transferring data
at high speed. *e proposed model has the potential to
evaluate the performance of the receiver based on field of
view and half power angle. Coordination between trans-
mitter and receiver is important in order to develop an
effective VLC system. *e LLIRP model not only describes
the characteristics of the source (wavelength dependent) but
also focuses on the receiver’s performance.

*is paper deals with extensive work performed on the
distribution of luminous intensity (LI) of light under various
assumptions to set an optical line of sight link for VLC
communication.*e distribution of LIs has been analyzed in
the form of Lambertian radiation pattern (LRP) that shows a
clear variation in results when operated on different
wavelengths in the visible spectrum. A radiation pattern
describes the relative strength of light emitted in any di-
rection from the light source, which is further related to
Lambert’s cosine law [12]. Based on practical results
achieved as LLIRP on MATLAB simulations, additional
work has been performed on the influence of LRP on the
received power of photodetector.

2. Previous Work

In previous literature, researchers studied the color impact
of LED on VLC in different manners. *e primary meth-
odologies focus on obtaining the correlation among several
modulation schemes with different colors. For instance,
IEEE 802.15.7.5 depicts the Color-Shift Keying approach.
Furthermore, researchers proposed some other color-based
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modulation mechanisms after the formation of this stan-
dard, such as generalized color modulation (GCM). *is
work has substantially used a different approach as several
prior works utilized photodiodes (PDs) or cameras as re-
ceivers. At the same time, the present study focuses on the
characteristics of LEDs that make them efficient trans-
receiver for bidirectional communication. Full duplex
communication among LEDs is conceivable as LEDs can
work like photo sensors that have the potential to receive
light even beyond the emitted frequency. Several studies
have worked on defining and assessing the characteristics of
LEDs. It starts with the assessment of the emission/reception
spectrum of numerous LEDs based on their colors with their
significant chemical applications as absorption sensors.
Kowalczyk et al. suggested significant VLC application,
however, restricted only in the selection of amber/red LEDs
as transreceivers [13].

Since 2003, numerous research works have been per-
formed on the efficient bidirectional utilization of LEDs
under VLC conditions. Dietz et al. proposed the first ex-
perimental study that considered the utilization of LEDs as
the transreceivers for the full-duplex channel [14]. Giusti-
niano et al. have further designed the VLC system with low
complexity considering the full-duplex transmission of data
between LEDs [15]. *e study depicted the primary concept
of the different LED’s impact on a VLC interface by con-
ducting several experimentations under two scenarios, such
as blue-to-blue and red-to-red LEDs to compare and attain
superior performance. Afterward, Schmid et al. suggested
another work on a full-duplex interface among LEDs and
assessed the link performance by considering several aspects
like energy consumption and communication range [16].
However, the outcomes were advanced to the prior studies as
the link distances are greater than 2m and the data trans-
mission rate is 800 b/s. Further, the model operates only on
the same color LEDs. Wang et al. used PDs/LEDs as the
receivers by introducing a research platform as OpenVLC
for full-duplex transmission [17]. *is work only considers
red LEDs for data transmission and made their evaluations.
Although, our work provides the insights of several colors
with their respective luminous intensities and their impact
on data transmission in terms of power losses, this work is
helping to gain better approaches while developing the full-
duplex transmission by using LEDs.

VLC systems prove their worth by providing new per-
spectives for bidirectional communication using LEDs with
their characteristics as highly efficient photosensors. For
instance, Li et al. designed a novel model as a MIMO-VLC
system utilizing LEDs. Such transreceivers worked on RGB
wavelength and outlining the emission/reception potentials
of LEDs while creating a system that has the potential to
performmultiple communications [18].*e experts assessed
the performance of data transmission regarding several color
combinations. *e authors concluded that blue-green and
red-red interfaces do not experience interferences from each
other.

Bhalerao et al. suggested a line of site model by using
Lambertian pattern of LED in which they analyzed power
distribution of white LED source with a photodiode as a

receiver in a room. *is investigation completely depends
upon the half-power angle of the LED source with the field of
view of photodetector and mode number of radiation lobe
[19]. Wang et al. developed a new theory for the analysis of
received power distribution in a generalized indoor VLC
system.*e goal of their system is to develop a theory related
to the location of LED, in whichmathematical expressions of
received power are derived for both wall-mounted and
ceiling-mounted LED source layouts. *eir model also ex-
plains the dependency of received power with illumination
[20].

Chien et al. propose a novel and accurate analytical
representation of radiation patterns, generated by an LED.
Two major constraints as angular intensity distribution and
the irradiance spatial pattern are taken into account during
their analysis. A mathematical model is demonstrated,
tested, and matched with datasheets of LEDs belonging to
several major manufacturers [21]. In another work, Moreno
explains about Spatial distribution of LED radiation. *is
model gives an analytical relationship between radiated
patterns and the main constraints of LEDs, which are chip
location, chip shape, chip radiance, encapsulant refractive
index, encapsulant geometry, and cup reflector [22]. Our
paper is the extended version of previous work in the form of
analyzing the impact of change in wavelengths of light on
Lambertian Luminous Intensity radiation pattern. *ere are
some connections present between their work and the
problems that encourage us to analyze the following issues
in-depth but with different objectives.

*is paper presents the expansion of several concepts
considering the subsequent aspects as performing the work
involving the LEDs diversity on a broader scale to widely
explore the visible spectrum based on each color (red, green,
yellow, and blue). Furthermore, this study illustrates the
detailed experimental analysis by considering the most
common colors (RGB) for full-duplex data transmission
with the help of the Lambertian luminous intensity model,
which is an accurate mathematical analysis with their re-
spective simulation results. *is work presents all the ex-
perimental assessments according to real-world VLC
scenarios. In conclusion, this research study opens space for
deliberations associated with recognizing the future aspects
of VLC systems, e.g., medium access mechanisms and
channel allocation depending on LED colors.

3. VLC System Model

A Clear Line of Sight model based on the light wave is
designed under a free-space optical channel for indoor room
dimensions, as shown in Figure 1. *is design is applicable
with some assumptions that all LED sources are placed at the
center of the room and on the ceiling, i.e., at the top level, but
in practicality, it may be possible that the position of source
places is at horizontal plane like nearby windows. Another
one is that there is a uniform distribution of luminance over
the small active area of the receiver at receiving plane.
Consideration of this assumption is due to the fact of using a
solar panel as a photodetector (PD) in many VLC systems
that consist of an active area of several hundred cm2.*e last
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one is LED sources completely work under the Lambertian
radiation Pattern phenomenon. Practically, it is not a
compulsion that LEDs follow LRP, e.g., Phosphor-coated
multichip LED does not pursue the Lambertian model for
the reproduction of luminous intensity pattern [19].

3.1. Signal Transmission. VLC is relatively a safe technology
when it comes to eavesdropping because optical radiations
do not permeate through walls which makes them well
confined. Switching properties of LEDs in the visible
spectrum are considered as the most important constraint
that has a rapid capability to be switched on and off because
of which it makes it possible to analyze data through im-
pression on the human eye with their radiated power and
optical intensity [23, 24]. A human eye can easily observe
and detect ultrahigh-speed switching, which is not possible
in other technologies. LEDs are considered as an excellent
transmission source because of their energy-efficient phe-
nomenon. *e Color of LED plays an important role during
the setting of the average luminous flux of the source, which
is directly proportional to the relative width of the dimming
signal [25]. *e minimum illumination level for a typical
office environment demands illuminance in between
200–1000 lx [26]. Colors that are considered for the OLOS
link model during comparative analysis are red (665 nm),
green (550 nm), blue (470 nm), and yellow (600 nm).

Luminance, hue, and saturation are three primary
major attributes for the selection of color during con-
scious sensation. Luminous (often called brightness) is the
most preferred one among these attributes, which is based
upon luminous and radiant intensities. *e second major
attribute is the hue, which is related directly to the
wavelength. It indicates the separation between color
levels, like the distinction between redness, greenness,
blueness, etc. *e third attribute is saturation chroma,
which is used to distinguish the strong colors from faint
ones [27]. On the other hand, saturation level shows the
freedom from dilution caused by white color, also known
as the physical purity of the signal. *erefore, LRP is

analyzed here on the performance level of color/wave-
length of the source having rotational symmetry.

Mathematical calculations of LRP symmetry rely on
Spectral Luminous Efficacy and Spectral Luminous Effi-
ciency. Luminosity factor or Spectral luminous efficacy of
radiant flux K(λ) is defined as the quotient of the luminous
flux at a certain wavelength by the radiant flux [27].

K(λ) �
φVλ

φeλ
in lmW− 1

 . (1)

*e optimum value of the K(λ) function is 673 lm W−1

achieved at a wavelength of about 555 nm [19]. Related to
Spectral Luminous Efficacy, Spectral Luminous Efficiency of
radiant flux V(λ) is defined as the ratio of luminous efficacy
at a certain wavelength with the value of the maximum
luminous efficacy.

V(λ) �
K(λ)

673
. (2)

Luminous intensity (LI), as discussed earlier, shows the
level of brightness represents the overall energy radiated
from source and is defined as Luminous Flux per unit solid
angle,

I �
dφ
dΩ

, (3)

where φ is the luminous flux andΩ is the spatial/solid angle.
Lambertian distribution pattern for a typical room en-

vironment is defined in terms of radiation intensity, that is,

I(∅) � I(0)cosml (∅), (4)

where ∅ is denoting the angle of irradiance relative to the
normal axis of the transmitter surface, I(0) represents the
central luminous intensity, and ml is the order of radiation
lobe in Lambertian emission defined as follows [13]:

ml �
ln(2)

ln cos∅(1/2) 
, (5)

where Φ(1/2) is the half-power/semiangle with
Φ(1/2) ∈ [−π/2, π/2] at half illuminance of source provided
by the manufacturers of the LED product in their datasheet.
Half power angle has a direct influence on the directivity of
the transmitter by showing the maximum value of the lobe
that contains 50% of radiant energy in a plane.

*e radiation pattern is given by the following:

RE φ,ml(  �
ml + 1( 

2π
· PE · cosml(φ), (6)

where PE is the transmitting power and ml gives the di-
rection of the source, also known as mode number of ra-
diation lobe.

3.2. Reception. *e PIN photodiode is used here as a re-
ceptor to collect the light wave. Modeling was performed for
luminous intensity distribution pattern at receiving plane in
an OLOS path (assumption as neglecting the reflection of
walls). *e photodiode is used here to convert the optical

W L

Photodiode

FOV

Beamwidth

LED SourceRoom

H

Figure 1: System model of LOS link.
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signal as a light wave into an electrical signal which is further
enhanced and conditioned by filters. *e effective area of
receiver or operative signal collection area (Aeff) is directly
correlated with Field of View (FOV) as follows:

Aeff(σ) � Ad · cos(σ) |σ|< FOVotherwise 0, (7)

where Ad denotes the physical area of the detector that is
considered as small as one of the assumptions and σ
indicates the direction of the angle between receiver axis
at receiving plane and incident light ray as shown in
Figure 2.*e maximum value of σ is directly called FOV of
detection of light. *e detection capability of the pho-
todiode can be increased by decreasing the FOV value that
directly cuts off unwanted reflections through walls and
noise at the receiver.

A large area of photodetector causes several problems,
such as junction capacitance increases with a reduction in
receiver bandwidth. Receiver noise also increases, which will
hike the manufacturing cost of the photodetector. *erefore,
a nonimaging concentrator is attached as a solution to in-
crease the overall effective area of the receiver. Optical gain
of concentrator having a refractive index is considered as
follows:

G(ψ) �
n2

sin2
(ψ)

, (8)

where ψ is the Field of View angle of the photodetector.
Radiant flux falling over the receiver also affects the

channel gain of the link in which the receiver is located at
the distance of d and with an angle of ϕ with the OLED.
Channel gain calculation for LLIRP requires a receiver
connected with a bandpass filter of transmission value
Ts(ψ) and the gain value of nonimaging concentrator
[19],

H �
Aeff ml + 1( 

2πd2
cosmlφTs(ψ)G(ψ)cos(ψ). (9)

Received power of OLOS link based on illuminance or
intensity at a point (x, y), can be measured with the
following:

I(x,y) � I(0)
cosml(∅)

d2
cosψ, (10)

Pr � Pt
ml + 1( 

2πd2
cosml(∅) · Ts(ψ) · G(ψ) · cos(ψ).

(11)

By using equation (10) in equation (11), we obtain a new
factor for LLIRP analysis:

Pr � Pt
ml + 1( 

2π
I(x,y)

I(0)
· Ts(ψ) · G(ψ). (12)

Equation (12) illustrates the dependency of received
power on the ratio of radiant intensity (I(x, y)) in the di-
rection of viewing angle with the luminous intensity pattern
(I(0)) of the LED transmitter. Let us consider a Luminous
Intensity Index S(x, y) that can be expressed as follows:

I(x,y)

I(0)
� S(x, y). (13)

4. Simulation Results

Simulation of results on OLOS model performed experi-
mentally for short link communication under an indoor
environment with certain room dimensions. In a room, for
the analysis of LLIRP, some of the assumptions are con-
sidered here as the position of the LED source is located at
the top level and in the center of the room while photodiode
is situated at ground level, perfectly aligned with the source.
Analysis of results completed at different values of the
wavelength of light in visible spectrum showing variable
colors when detected with human photopic [21] vision. *e
selection of color process is based on the availability of LED
sources in themarket. In general, red, green, blue, and yellow
LEDs are easily available and very frequently used during
most of the research and technical work. Wavelengths se-
verely affect the factor of Spectral Luminous Efficiency of the
beam of light, which has been observed during the simu-
lation process while at the same time other parameters are
kept constant. Table 1 shows the details of technical spec-
ifications being considered simulation process onMATLAB.

Plots indicate the LLIRP of OLED having different colors
with the room dimensions. Direction angle relative with
transmitter normal axis or half-power angle (∅) � 60°,
height between photodetector and transmitter, h� 2.15m.
Field of view� 60°, which is assumed as the half-power angle
of the source.*e peak value of Luminous intensity is placed
at the center of the room for each wavelength but with the
variation in brightness level. *e wavelength of green light
shows the best performance (4000 cd) under the same
conditions when it comes to the illuminance of light, while
the wavelength of red (250 cd) shows a minimum. LLIRP
indicates that the performance level in luminous intensity of
Green LED is around 16 times more than Red LED.

As shown in Figure 3, the LLIRP of green LED represents
the maximum potential in terms of luminous intensity,
which is measured in Candela (cd). *is plot indicates a
range that varies from 2000 cd to 4000 cd in particular room
dimensions. On the other hand, the yellow LED in Figure 4
shows the next best performance for the same parameters

Transmitter

Receiving
Plane

Receiver

d
ϕ

Ψ

Figure 2: Geometry of OLOS propagation model.
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Table 1: Parameters of modeling LOS link.

Parameters Values
Room dimensions 5× 5× 3m3

Beam width 60°, 33°, 27°, 22°
Mode number of radiation lobe, m 1, 4, 6, 10
Field of view (ψ) 60°
Color of LED Green, yellow, blue, red
Wavelength (nm) 550, 600, 470, 665
Spectral luminous efficacy [27] 0.9950, 0.6310, 0.0910, 0.0610
Active area of photodiode 10−4mm2

Refractive index of lens placed at PD 1.5
Transmitted optical power by LED 20mW
Optical filter gain, T(ψ) 1
Receiver height (hR) 2.15m
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Figure 3: Lambertian radiation pattern for luminous intensity distribution at 550 nm (green LED).
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but with different luminous efficacy that is fixed for a certain
wavelength, as shown in Table 1. Its luminous intensity
varies between 1400 cd to 2600 cd for the same dimensions
of the room. Blue LED in Figure 5 illustrates a low brightness
level as less energy radiates in the range of 200 cd to 350 cd.
Minimum performance of LLIRP if given by red LED ra-
diates lower energy than others shown in Figure 6 that
ranges in between 100 cd and 250 cd.

Figure 7 shows a 2D analysis between LLIRPs of OLED at
different wavelengths. Comparative analysis has been pre-
sented here that reveals a huge difference in Luminous
Intensity of OLEDs that clearly affects the radiation patterns.
Peak values of luminous intensity for different cases under
the same conditions are shown in the form of a ratio as
follows:

G : Y : B : R � 80 : 52 : 7 : 5. (14)

Equation (14) indicates the level of difference between LIs
of four different cases.*e left-hand side of the equation stands
for the color of LED, while the right hand signifies the amount
of variation in the peak level of LIs. Now, the impact of these
performances of Luminous Intensities can be analyzed on other
important constraints to increase the credibility of the OLOS
link in VLC for more reliable communication.

Based on LLIRP of OLED, analysis of received power
distribution has been performed at different wavelengths.
Equation (13) shows luminous intensity index, S(x, y), plays
a major role in estimating received power at photodetector,
which is operated under the impact of various luminous
intensity values. In addition, variation in the values of half-
power angle of transmitting OLED have been made, that are
set on ϕ� 60°, 33°, 27°, and 22°. Half power angle corresponds
to the mode numbers of radiation lobe, which arem� 1, 4, 6,
and 10, respectively.

Figure 8 illustrates the outcomes achieved at four dif-
ferent wavelengths as Green, Yellow, Blue, and Red light are
the same. Based on the location of the photodetector (in
Figure 2) with the source of light, Figure 8 explains that
amount of received power is maximum at near about 1m of
light source, which has been dropped drastically for each
case with the increase in distance. General expressions of
received power indicate the variation in received power with
Luminous Intensity of light, but when the simulation is
performed, it shows a different scenario. A new conspiracy is
generated, which explains that experimentally color of light
does not affect the value of received power when it is op-
erated at the same transmitting power with equivalent mode
number of radiation lobe. In other words, S(x, y) does not
alter the value of received power if the half power angle of
source with its generated power is the same for all LEDs. We
obtain the same results as Figure 8, when the LLIRP of the
system varies with the wavelength of light due to the
complete dependency on the values of ϕ andm, respectively.
For all cases that deals with different colors of OLED, the
peak value of received power at the distance of 1m as shown
in Figure 8, is the same as follows: 0.39×10−3 at m� 1,
0.48×10−3 at m� 4, 0.7×10−3 at m� 6 and 1.1× 10−3 at
m� 10, respectively.

*is work presents the analysis of radiation patterns by
using commonly available LEDs. It becomes significant to
understand numerous physical properties and characteris-
tics such as LED color, luminous intensity, power gain,
transmission/reception power, and peak intensity before
developing an efficient interface. *e peak intensity of every
color (whether it is red or green) is located optimum at 60° to
70°, whereas the half value of peak intensity shows center
intensity. An angle range of 65°–75° is beyond center in-
tensity that is symmetric to the normal axis. Uniform il-
lumination intensity can be obtained from the difference
between peak and center intensity onto the target area. Such
a study also helps in eliminating the further glare effect via
cut-off emitting light whose emitting angle is greater than
80°.

We tried to find out the best possible results by con-
sidering the specifications mentioned in Table 1 by using the
far-field patterns of LEDs and developing the secondary
optics element for multiple propagations. As the imprinted
structure of LED can generate the flat far-flied pattern for the
center intensity ratio under a superior circumstance. It also
delivers the consistent intensity at the 0–40° distributive
angles. In last, the designed secondary optics element can
attain the 50% intensity angle and peak intensity in order to
eliminate the glare effect. *is work also considers the re-
flective surface for one reflection in order to avoid the flux
loss at the time of interface transmission. VLC transmitters
generally utilize LEDs where several LEDs are present in off-
the-shelf LED light bulbs. Such light bulbs also involve a
driver to maintain the photocurrent that directly affects the
Lambertian pattern or luminous intensity. In other words,
one can easily manipulate LEDs at a high frequency as
transistors control the current arriving at LEDs, conducting
communication that is untraceable by human eyes. Nor-
mally, VLC works with receivers using PDs. Although, PDs
are highly sensitive for human eyes and can handle the waves
outside the visible light spectrum like infrared and ultra-
violet. *erefore, PD often fails to obtain the data in an
outdoor condition exposed to sunlight due to high inter-
ference. Some experiments suggest substitutions in order to
sort out this challenge. For instance, LEDs have photo sensor
characteristics that make them efficient receivers. *e LEDs
utilization as trans-receiver provides greater flexibility in the
applications of VLC models.

LEDs have the property of photocurrent that also make
them a good sensor. When LED receives the light, it can
produce a small current. *is current has magnitude related
to the intensity of received light. LEDs can be considered a
selective PD, as PD has a wider spectral response. Generally,
an LED of a definite color can recognize the signals coming
from the same color LED or greater frequencies as they
detect a narrower wavelength range. For instance, a blue
LED is only capable of recognizing the signals coming from
the same color, while a red LED identifies signals from RGB
LEDs. We consider multiple LEDs in this work in order to
develop an inclusive and comprehensive examination of
LED characteristics as sensors, ranging from lesser fre-
quencies (red and yellow) to greater frequencies (blue and
green). *is work can be further extended to assess the LED
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characteristics by studying several color compositions such
as white LED. Further, it helps analyze the materials that can
emit radiation, having a mixture of yellow and blue colors.
*is work considers the experimental studies with the
evaluations under practical environment dimensions ap-
propriate for offices, rooms, and labs, etc., that are inclined
to forthcoming VLC models because of the existing
infrastructure.

5. Discussion on Work Novelty

Modeling and simulation of VLC links for OLOS propa-
gation under indoor OWC are highly dependent on key
characteristics of the transmitter, receiver, and channel. *e
objective of conducted work is to present one mathematical

model that connects all the variable constraints. *e sim-
ulation results explain the consequences and dependency
between the transmitter and receiver parameters. *e var-
ious experiments demonstrated in this chapter are discussed
as follows:

(i) Color/wavelength is a very important constraint to
attain the optimum performance of the link under
the same scenario. Comparative results explain that
the performance of green color LED in terms of
LLIRP is much more effective than other color
LEDs. *ese outcomes help during wavelength
selection and support WDM. *e impact of
wavelength in the visible spectrum has been checked
on LLIRP for the VLC link. Results show a clear and
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Figure 5: Lambertian radiation pattern for luminous intensity distribution at 470 nm (blue LED).
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Figure 6: Lambertian radiation pattern for luminous intensity distribution at 665 nm (red LED).
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notable variation in the levels of luminous intensity
with the room dimensions when the color of light or
wavelength varies. *erefore, the selection of light is
also an important criterion while creating a reliable
OLOS communication link.

(ii) Transmitting end depends on two factors: half
power angle and the mode number of radiation
lobe. Variation in arrival angle represents different
mode numbers. Here, the results of four cases have
been explained at the HPA of 60°, 33°, 27°, and 23°.
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Figure 7: Comparative analysis between LLIRP of various wavelengths in 2D plot.
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Mode number, m1 � 1 at 60° HPA represents an
ideal Lambertian source that explains the direction
where the radiated signal strength reaches the
maximum. *is work also compares the outcomes
generated due to the impact of different mode
numbers on the VLC system.

(iii) Receiving section included the FOV and effective
area of the photodetector as the main constraints to
attain optimum performance.

(iv) Coordinates of transmitter and receiver with rota-
tional symmetry are also important parameters
during the investigation of mathematical models.

(v) In addition, the influence of luminous intensity has
been noted on the further impact of brightness and
optical received power. It displays that the color of
light does not influence the received power of the
photodetector. *e behavior of spectral luminous
efficacy, radiation flux, and luminous intensity of
the source has been checked with the receiving
section, including a nonimaging concentrator and a
bandpass filter. S(x, y) found constant for all colors,
whether it is green, yellow, blue, or red; each
wavelength gives the same plot in case of received
power. *e only change is detected because of the
variations in values of the number of modes caused
by the half-power angle of transmitting source LED.

6. Conclusion

In this investigation, a new model of OLOS for indoor VLC
systems has been proposed. It is widely applicable for the
further analysis of LLIRP. Several parameters can affect the
whole OLOS system with a minute change in values. It can
include the coordinates of the transmitting source with the
location of the photodetector or the half-power angle of
OLED with their respective mode number of radiation lobe.
*is extension of work analyzes a new model that is created
by changing the luminous intensity of light. *e wavelength
impact of light in the visible spectrum has been checked on
the Lambertian radiation pattern of the lobe in a VLC link.
Results show a clear variation in Luminous intensity levels
with the room dimensions when wavelength varies.
*erefore, the selection of light is also an important criterion
while creating a reliable OLOS communication link. In
addition, the luminous intensity factor is used to check the
further impact of brightness on the factor of received power.
It shows that the color of light does not influence the factor
of the received power of the photodetector. *e behavior of
radiation flux, Spectral luminous Efficacy, and luminous
intensity of source have been checked with the receiver
connected with a nonimaging concentrator and a bandpass
filter. S(x, y) found constant for all colors, whether it is green,
yellow, blue, or red. Each wavelength gives the same plot in
case of received power. *e only change is observed due to
changes in values of half-power angle and the number of
modes of the transmitter.

Future work will be executed on other parameters that
are linked with LLIRP. Parameters like bit error rate (BER)

or signal to noise ratio (SNR) will be investigated and further
efforts will be made to find out a relation between the
impacts of luminous intensity or OLED radiation patterns
with these factors.
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